Singular and plural nouns

Grade 2 Nouns Worksheet

Underline the noun and write “S” if it is singular or “P” if it is plural.

1) These **pencils** are sharp. __________ P __________

2) Melanie has the eraser. _____________________

3) Write three sentences. _____________________

4) Let’s read this book. _____________________

5) Play with the blocks. _____________________

6) Put your toys away. _____________________

7) Do you have a marker? _____________________

8) I can share my sandwich with you. _____________________

9) Are all the wheels turning? _____________________

10) Can you get the eggs please? _____________________

Singular and plural nouns

Grade 2 Nouns Worksheet

Answers

1) These **pencils** are sharp.  __ Plural ___________

2) Melanie has the **eraser**.  __ Singular ___________

3) Write three **sentences**.  __ Plural ___________

4) Let’s read this **book**.  __ Singular ___________

5) Play with the **blocks**.  __ Plural ___________

6) Put your **toys** away.  __ Plural ___________

7) Do you have a **marker**?  __ Singular ___________

8) I can share my **sandwich** with you.  __ Singular ___________

9) Are all the **wheels** turning?  __ Plural ___________

10) Can you get the **eggs** please?  __ Plural ___________